Installation Guide: LUXE Edition on Acrylic
1. The acrylic artwork should be installed so that the printed surface faces the wall and
the images show correctly. Take care that the images are not flipped!
2. Both the acrylic material and the printed surface can damage during installation.
Remove as little of the plastic packaging or brown paper possible until the artwork is
securely hung.
3.

the hardware precisely, mark the wall using the piece that is to be installed. Hold the
artwork up to the wall where it is to be installed and make pencil marks through the
four holes.

4. If the wall is hollow drywall, insert included drywall anchors. There is no need to use the
drywall anchors if you are installing into a solid material such as a metal or wood stud,
or plywood backed wall.
5.
stem, barrel and plastic washer.
6. Place a screw into the barrel and through the hole in the bottom. Use a drill with a
screwdriver bit to mount the screw into the drywall anchor so that the barrel sits flush
against the wall. Repeat for each piece of hardware (4 per acrylic panel).
7. Take the cap with threaded stem and place 1 plastic washer on the threaded stem
and flush against the inside of the cap. Repeat for each cap (4 per acrylic panel).
8. Insert threaded stem through hole in acrylic so that cap faces outside (opposite side
of printed image). Repeat for each hole (4 per acrylic panel).
9. Place another plastic washer on the threaded stem and flush against back
(printed) side of the artwork. Repeat for each piece of hardware (4 per acrylic panel).
10. If you desire a security installation, place a drop of Loctite in the threading of each
barrel. This will secure the artwork to the wall.
11. Hold artwork up so that threaded stems are engaged with the barrels mounted to the
wall. Rotate caps clockwise to securely tighten artwork to wall.
12. Remove all packaging such as plastic or brown paper from the artwork.
13. DO NOT CLEAN WITH WINDEX, 409 OR AMMONIA BASED PRODUCTS. USE ONLY SOFT,
DAMP CLOTH, ACRYLIC CLEANER OR MILD DETERGENT IF NECESSARY.

